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The effect of diamagnetic impurities on the superconducting transition temperature is considered for that case when, by the addition of impurities, it is possible to modify the topology of
the superconductor's Fermi surface. It is shown that under these conditions the dependence of
the superconducting transition temperature on the impurity concentration n is nonlinear
(Tk ~ Vn ln n). Depending on the nature of the change in the topology of the Fermi surface,
the superconducting transition temperature Tk may both increase and decrease with increasing n.

1. A large amount of experimental data on the effect of nonmagnetic impurities on the superconducting transition temperature was satisfactorily
explained by Kadanoff and Markowitz, [1J and also
by Hohenberg. [ 2 J In order to explain the nonlinear
change of the superconducting transition temperature Tk with increase of the impurity concentration, Kadanoff and Markowitz considered a superconductor with an anisotropic potential for the
electron-electron interaction. It was shown that
owing to the anisotropy of the electron-electron
interaction the superconducting transition temperature decreases with increasing impurity concentration, reaching some limiting value for w DT » 1,
where WD is the Debye temperature and T is the
time of free flight of the electrons, determined by
the scattering of the electrons by impurities. However, this theory does not explain the nonlinear increase of Tk with increase of the impurity concentration for thallium. (SJ In a series of articles, [ 4 -sJ
it was shown that the nonlinear increase in the
superconducting transition temperature of thallium
with pressure can be related to a change in the
topology of the thallium Fermi surface under
pressure.
In the present article we investigate the nonlinear change of Tk, caused by a change in the
topology of the Fermi surface under the influence
of impurities. Among the superconductors for
which a modification of the topology of the Fermi
surface is possible under the influence of impurities, besides thallium, are apparently the metals
having small groups of electrons (Zn, Ga, In, etc.)
or metals in which magnetic breakdown is observed (Zn). A combined account of anisotropy of
the electron-electron interaction and of the singu-

larities associated with a change in the topology of
the Fermi surface appreciably complicates the investigation of the effect of impurities on Tk- We
assume that the anisotropy of the electron-electron
interaction is small (as is the case for a number
of superconductors[il), and consider only the nonlinear change of Tk under the influence of impurities, due to modification of the topology of the
Fermi surface. We shall show that this mechanism,
in contrast to that considered by Kadanoff and
Markowitz, may lead to both a nonlinear decrease
and to a nonlinear increase of Tk with increasing
concentration of impurities.
2. In order to take account of the effect of impurities on the superconducting transition temperature Tk and on the energy gap A in that case
when the density of electron states v(£) has singularities associated with a change in the topology of
the Fermi surface, [ 71 it is necessary to consider
the system of equations for the Green's functions
of the superconductor. We represent the effective
Hamiltonian of the electron-electron interaction in
the form[BJ
fl(e)

=-

~ 5A.¢+(r)¢+(r)1jJ(r)1jJ(r)dr,

(1)

where .A is the effective potential of the electronelectron interaction, and 1/! + and 1/! are the electron creation and annihilation operators in the representation of second quantization. As is customary, we describe the interaction of electrons with
impurities by the Hamiltonian
fl(i)

=

5¢+(r) V(r)1jJ{r)dr,
j

where v(r - rj) is the potential for the interaction
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of an electron with the j -th impurity atom and the
summation over j denotes a summation over all
impurity atoms.
We shall derive the system of equations for the
Green's functions by following the work of Kadanoff
and one of the authors. [ 91 The one-electron
Green's function is defined in the following manner:
Go:~(r 1 t 1 ; r/t/) == Go:~(1, 1') = -i(T¢o:(r1t 1)¢p+(r/t/) ),
(3)

where the angle brackets denote statistical averaging and T is the time-ordering operator.
In order to obtain an equation for the Green's
function Ga{3(1, 1'), we differentiate it with respect to its first time argument, and we use the
equation of motion for Heisenberg operators [ 161
W¢«(r, t) I at= ['i'o:(r, t),

H -NJ..t].

(4)

Here we obtain a term representing the average of
the product of four lf;-operators. Following well
known methods, [ 101 we decompose it into an average of products of the two operators lf;(r, t) and
lf/(r, t). Upon making such a separation, new oneelectron Green's functions appear:
Fo:p(1, 1') =

-i(T¢o:(1)¢~(1')

Go:at•(1, 1') = -i(T¢p(1')¢o:+(1) >.

(5)

The equations of motion for these Green's functions are obtained according to the same scheme
as the equation of motion for the Green's function
Ga{J (1, 1'). As a result, we obtain a system of
four equations for the four one-electron Green's
functions. This system may be symbolically written in matrix form:[ 111

i_!__+ 2m
L\ 1 +!1-V(1)--i1-.G(1, 1)
-~F(11))
l
'
( atl
-~p+(11) i_!_-~-~-t+V(1)-i1-.G 1 r(11)
atl

'

(c(1, 1')
X .fi'+(1, 1')
(~ (10-1')

=

2m

'

~

0
)
(1-1') .

(6)

a,

'i't+ (1)

¢~+(1),

w+(1)=Nt+C1),

(8)

¢tt1), 'i'f(1)).

Use of (8) and the four-row matrices

-rl =

(

~ ~ ~ ~)

02 =

'

i(

0 1 0 0

Ta =

(

~ -~ ~ -~)

0

0 1

'

0

~ ~ -~ ~) j'~ \j ~ ~ ~ ~)

(9)

,

0 0

0 -1

0 0 0 1

enables us to rewrite Eq. (6) in the form of a single equation: [ 61
Lg(1, 1')- P' (1) 1:3 g(1, 1') = ~ (1-1'),
(10)

We must average over the positions of the impurities, which are assumed to be randomly distributed. On the left side of Eq. (10) there is only
one term with V(1), besides the Green's function
g(1, 1'), depending on the positions of the impurities. The same operation of averaging over the
impurity positions pertains to the product
V(1) 7- 3 ~1, 1' ). In order to accomplish this averaging, we introduce a new function £(1, 1' ), with
the aid of which we write the average, over the positions of the impurities, of the product in the following way: 1 >
(iT)-'

(V(1)~ag(1,1'))imp =

~ dt2~dr2:£(1',2)(g(2,1'))imp 1
(1~

where the angle brackets with the subscript imp
denote averaging over the positions of the impurities. Therefore, after averaging one can represent Eq. (10) in the form

L (g (1-1'))imp- ~ d2 :£ (1,

2)

(g (2 -1 '))imp= ~ (1-1').
(12)

Taking the well known relation

~d2

g-l (1, 2) g(2, 1') =

~ (1-1')

into account, after multiplying Eq. (12) by

( 11 ,)=(~(1,1')
'

(!:Ilt).

0

P (1, 1') )
-G 1r(1, 1')

Such a symbolic notation enables us to call attention to the fact that the four one-electron Green's
functions
F', p+, and Gtr form a single fourrow matrix Green's function:
g.,.ll

1¥(1)=

>,

Fo:p+(1, 1') = -i(T¢"'+(1)¢a+(1')),

i

where a, {3 = 1, 2, 3, 4; l/!a and l/!~ are new four
component creation and annihilation operators:[ 12, 131

g-1(1, 2)

F(1,1'))
p+(1,1') -G 1'(1,1')
(7)

1 )Such an approximation is similar to that employed in
other articles.[14 • 15 ]
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and integrating over the 2 variable, we obtain an
equation for g- 1(1, 2):

<g-

1

(1, 2))imp =

{i ~1 + ( :~ +ft) Ta} 6(1-2)
(13)

_,&(1)1\(1-2)-± (1, 2)

,&=-ilel-3 g(1, 1)-i3 •

(14)

An unknown function ~ (1, 2), describing the interaction of electrons with impurity atoms, enters
into Eq. (13). In order to determine it, we represent the Green's function g(1, 1') in the form of an
expansion in powers of the potential for the interaction with impurities:

g(1, 1')

=

0

0

:r

(20)

1

= o(1- 1'), Lg(1>(1, 1')= V(1)~ai0 (1- 1').

Hence

g(l) (1, 1')

where the energy £p is measured from the chemical potential /J·
In order to solve Eq. (18), we use a representation of the Green's function [gv(P)]- 1 in the form
of a sum of terms, each of which has a definite
matrix structure. Two obvious terms are the
terms proportional to the unit matrix f and to the
matrix 3 , since such terms already explicitly occur in Eq. (18). The form of the remaining terms
is determined from the structure of the operator
~. Using relations (5), (7), and (14), one can show
that

g (1- 1') + g-< >(1, 1') + ...

The functions g 0(1-1') and g< 1 >(1, 1'), as one
can easily see from Eq. (10), satisfy the equations

Lg (1- 1')

(19)

= ~ d2

g (1- 2) V (2)
0

g 0 (2-1').

Using this expression for g (1) (1, 1') and considering that (V) = 0, from (11) it is easy to find that,
correct to terms of second order in the potential
V, the quantity i; is given by

L (1, 2) = (V (1) Ta <g (1- 2) )impV (2) Ta)imp•
In order to simplify the calculations, we assume a
point interaction between electron and impurities:
V(1)=~vl\(r-ri)·

where ~ = A.F(1, 1) is a real quantity (here we
omit the term G(1, 1)7 3 since it may be included
in the renormalization of the chemical potential).
Thus, in the expression for [ g 1)p)]- 1 there will
be one more term, proportional to the matrix
7- 1 &2 • Therefore, the function g-- 1 (p) is written in
the following matrix form
Liv(P)]-1 = ;(\;v)f- e--;; (\;v)~a- /i(\;v)~!~2

(21)

with the functions ~(tv), £p(tv), and la:vl subject
to determination. A system of three equations for
these functions is found by substitution of expression (21) into Eq. (18), and by setting them equal
to the terms in front of the matrices I, 73, and
Tt 2 , respectively.

u

(15)

j

As a result of averaging over the positions of the
impurities, with the use of relations (15) we obtain:
i(1,1') =nv~a<g(1-1')>imp~ao(ri-r/), (16)

where n is the number of impurity atoms (in order
to simplify the notation, in what follows we shall
omit the symbol indicating averaging over impurities).
Now let us go over to the Fourier components
of the Green's function g(1- 1') according to the
formula
A

g(1-1') =iT

"V ~·

dp

A

7J( 2:n:) 3 gv(P)

X exp [i (p, r - r')-

i\;v (t- t')],

( 17)

where tv = i1rvT and the summation is over all
odd integers v. Using (15) and (17), we write
Eq. (12) in the form

[gv (P)r

1

= \;] - EpTa- ,& - nv 2 Ta ~ (:~ 3

gv (p) Ta,

~ (\; ) = e + nv 2 ~ . dp8P .,;v>
Ep
v
p
(2:rt)3 {;)2 (\;v)- Bp2 (\;v)- /i,2 (\;v)

<"

~

~

w2

(\;v) -

Ep2

1
.
(\;v)- f12 (\;v)

(24)
The equation for the superconductor's gap is
obtained from (19) and (20):
L'1 = -leT

2J ~ ~
v

(2n)3

w2

/i (\;v)
(\;v)- Bp2 (\;v)- f12 (\;v) . (25)

After substituting ~( t vl from (24) and cancellation
of the quantity ~ , this equation is rewritten in the
following way:
1 =-leT~~ (2~ 3

X {1

( 18)

~~dp

L'1 (\;v) = L'1- nv 2 L'1 (\;v) - (2:n:)3

(23)

t

nV 2

[w

2

(\;v)- ~P 2 (\;v) -/i2 (\;v)l-1

~( 2~ 3 [w 2 (\;v)-ep 2 (\;v)-ii 2 (~v)]- 1 r~ (26)

Since we are interested in the question of the
superconducting transition temperature, then in
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Eq. (26) we assume ~(tv) = 0, by the same token
obtaining an equation for Tk:
1 = t..T k
X

~ ~ (;~ 3

[ffi'2 (~.) _

{1 + nv2 ~ (2~3

(27)

Taking the dependence of the integrands in formulas (22)-(27) on the electron energy into consideration, it is convenient to change from integration over momentum to integration over energy:
v(e)de,

by introducing in the usual way the density of normal single-particle states: [ 171

where vF = 8£ /8p is the electron velocity on the
equal-energy surface £(p) = const and dS is an
infinitesimal element of this surface. As was
shown by I. M. Lifshitz, [ 71 the quantity v(£) has a
singularity near those values of the energy where
the nature of the topology of the Fermi surface is
modified and may be represented in the form

=

v0 (e)

+ 1\v (e),

where v0 (£) is a smooth function of the electron
energy, and c5v(£) is some nonmonotonic correction which is usually small in comparison with
vo(£).

Since in Eqs. (22) -(24), defining the functions
~. Ep, and 6, the concentration of impurity atoms
stands in front of the integrals, it is sufficient to
consider in them only the smooth part v0 (£) of the
density of states, evaluated for £ = £F· As a result, the basic system is written in the form
+wn

(28)

., JD P

Ep (~.)

-

r -

r
+ i2sign
Im \;v.

(32)

Recognizing that £ = £, one can perform the integration over £ in the second factor in formula (27).
Since in this factor the impurity concentration
stands in front of the integral over £, we shall not
consider in the integration the nonmonotonic part
6v of the density of electron states:
nv2 ~

(;:~3

[ffi'2 (~.,) _ el (~.,)r1

r

signim~.

--2

nvTk + 1j 2 fsignim~., ·

+wn

1=2A.Tk

S dev(e+eF) ~ nvTh;r;z
'V=1

1
X

(nvTh

+ f/2) + e2 •
2

1tV

k

(33)

In this equation it is convenient to change from a
summation over v to an integration over w. Using the formula [ 201
1
00
(I)
T ~ h(~v) = Zn Im ~ dro h(ro)th 2 T,
we obtain*

X

ro + irj~
ro[(ro+if/2)2-e2] ·

(34)

-

~=-A.T.l) \'de_ v(e+eF)~(~.)
ro2 (~.)- ep2- ~2 (~.)'

(J)

~v

Substituting this expression into (27) and changing
from summation over all odd numbers v to summation over all positive odd numbers, we obtain

1 l' dS
v (e)= (2n) 3 J VF'

v (e)

-

(~.)rl

ep2

=

= ~ = 0, and from Eq. (31) we find that
ro(~v) =

[ffi'2 (~.)-Ep2 (~.w~rl.

dp/ (2n)3

~
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= ep,

+wn

;•

(30)

de

(~.) = ~.- 2- (I)(~.) \ p
1t
-~n ro2 (~.,)- ep2- ~2 (~.,)

'

3. Equation (34) is the initial equation for investigating the dependence of the superconducting
transition temperature on the concentration of impurity atoms. In order to evaluate the dependence
of Tk on r, it is necessary to take the dependence
of £F on the impurity concentration into consideration. We shall consider this dependence in the
following manner:
(35)

(31)

where r = 27TV2 v0 (£F)n is the number of collisions
of an electron with impurity atoms. A cut-off in
the electron energy has been introduced in the integrals. [ 18, 19 l
At the superconducting transition temperature

where £~ is the Fermi energy in a pure metal,
~ z is the difference between the valences of the
impurity atoms and the metal atoms, and a is
some numerical coefficient.
*th =tanh.
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In order to obtain a specific expression for Tk,
it is necessary to know the nonmonotonic part of
the density of electron states. As found in the article by Lifshitz, [TJ ov has the form

+ 2:n:2
m 1 [2m 3 (Bk- e)]''•8(8k- e)

bv(E) =

+

(36)

m! [2m3(8- Ek)]''•8 (8 - Ilk)

2:n:2

The upper line on the right side of formula ( 36)
corresponds to the case of transition from a closed
Fermi surface to an open one or to the disappearance of a group of electrons, and the lower line
corresponds to the case of a transition from an
open Fermi surface to a closed one or to the appearance of a new group of electrons. The minus
sign refers to transitions from an open to a closed
Fermi surface, and the plus sign refers to the appearance or disappearance of a specific group of
electrons.
Let us consider first the case of the appearance
of an electron group. In this case
6v(11) =

Al'B-

Ek8(8- Ilk),

where A= m 1 .J 2m3 /27r2 and O(x) is equal to unity
for positive values of the argument and zero for
negative values. For the case being analyzed, that
of the appearance of an electron group in the equation for Tk, v(8 + 8F) is to be understood as the
following quantity:
v(E

+ EF) = vo(E + BF0 + a~zr)
+ A(B + BF + a~zr- Ek)''•
x 8(11 + BF0 + a~zr- Ek).
0

(37)

Using expression (37), let us rewrite Eq. (34)
in the form

W

X

+ if/2
w

+ 8F0) }
+ ib) z - e

V(8
-

(w

2

'

(38)

Here the first term determines the Tk for a pure
superconductor, neglecting the singularities associated with the topology of the Fermi surface. The
second term determines the combined effect on the
superconducting transition temperature of singularities in the topology of the Fermi surface and
scattering of electrons by impurities. We note
that, in the first term in (38), we have omitted

the term containing the nonmonotonic correction
to the density of states, since we are only interested in the effect of the impurities on the
super conducting transition temperature. 2>
We confine our attention to a few limiting cases.
If 8~- £ k « -wn, then in Eq. (38) the first
term plays the major role; for I Ql.6zr I « wn the
corrections linear in the impurity concentration
are associated with the second term. Therefore,
we obtain the following expression for the superconducting transition temperature:

2v

{

Tk = nWDexp -

·1

}

A.vo(8FO) '

(39)

where ln 'Y = C = 0.577 is Euler's constant. We
note that in this region of Fermi energies
(8~- gk « -wn) the singularity in the density of
states does not manifest itself, and the dependence
of Tk on the impurity concentration in our examination may only be linear. This is associated with
the fact that we neglected the anisotropy of the
electron-electron interaction potential.
In the other limiting case, 8~ - 8k » wD, one
also obtains only a linear dependence of Tk on the
impurity concentration in the isotropic model of
a superconductor. The superconducting transition
temperature is determined by formula (39), only
v0(8F) must be replaced by the total density of
states v(8F) on the Fermi surface.
The most interesting behavior of Tk as a function of the concentration occurs for I8~ - 8k I
.:5 wn. We shall consider two cases separately:
When the Fermi energy gF increases with the addition of impurities (the addition of donor impurities, Ql.6zr > 0), and when the Fermi energy 8F
decreases with the addition of impurities (the addition of acceptor impurities, Ql.6zr < 0).
Let us start with an examination of the case of
donor impurities, Ql.6zr <- 0. Let 8~ = Ek· In
order to determine the dependence of Tk on r in
this case, we explicitly carry out the integration
over £ in the second term of Eq. (38). With the
use of relation ( 37), this term is divided into two
terms. In the first term containing the smooth
function v0(£) for the density of states, by virtue
of the convergence of the integrand, the limits of
the integration over £ may be extended to ± oo.
Applying the theory of residues, we obtain only
terms which are linear in r (consequently, linear
in the impurity concentration as well). If the impurity concentration is such that Q1.6z ::::;: wn, then
2 )The change of Tk associated with a change of EF 0 under
pressure was investigated in[ 6 ].
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e

the limits of integration in the second term containing the nonmonotonic correction {iv are
- a.6z and wn. Carrying out the integration over
f: and neglecting terms of order Tk/wn, we obtain

2ycov
s"" dco
co
1 = /...v0 (eF0 )ln-T-- /...ARe -2 th 2 T
:n: It
0
co
It
r co )'" X[ ( a~zr- i"2-

(

-\a~z,r+i

(a~zr-

co) ' • + co''•

\ ''']
r +co;.
2

(40)

If rjTk « 1, then from Eq. (40) one can obtain
only corrections to Tk which are linear in the
concentration. If r fTk » 1, then the increase in
the superconducting transition temperature has a
nonlinear nature and is described by the formulas

~Th = ~ [cov''• +(£)'''In__£]
Th

vo

2

Th

(41a)

for a.6z « 1 and
~Th
A[
-- = Th
Vo

a~zr]
cov'" + (a~zr) 'I• ln -

Th ·

(41b)

for a.6z >> 1.
The first terms in these formulas describe the
change of Tk due to the singularity in the density
of states v(f:) ·at f:~ = f:k. The second terms describe the change of Tk due to the influence of
the impurities. This change, as is evident from
formulas (41), is proportional to n1 12 Inn, where
n is the impurity concentration. Formula (41a)
describes the change of Tk when scattering of
electrons by impurities plays the major role, and
formula (41b)-when the change of the Fermi energy under the influence of,impurities plays the
major role. We note that for A > 0 we obtain a
positive increase of the superconducting transition
temperature.
If the Fermi surface of a pure metal does not
coincide with the critical isoenergy surface f:k,
then an examination of the transition f:~ < f:k to
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the critical equal energy surface f:k is of interest
when ck- c~ » Tk.
In the range of concentrations r /Tk « 1, the
increase of the critical temperature is only linear
with respect to the impurity concentration. In connection with the subsequent introduction of impurities in order to achieve concentrations satisfying
the condition r/Tk » 1, a nonlinear increase of
Tk begins even before reaching the critical surface Ck; this dependence has the same form as in
formula ( 41a).
The effect of the acceptors is described in a
similar manner, except that the Fermi energy is
decreased by the introduction of acceptors.
The most essential result obtained for the superconducting transition temperature in the cases
under consideration is the nonlinear dependence of
Tk on the impurity concentration even in a model
with an isotropic electron-electron interaction
potential. Thus, a change in the topology of the
Fermi surface, along with anisotropy of the electron-electron interaction potential, is one of the
mechanisms leading to a nonlinear dependence of
the superconducting transition temperature on the
concentration of impurities. The nonlinear change
of Tk with impurity concentration is due to two
causes: change of the Fermi energy f:F and scattering processes. Moreover, the change of Tk
caused by the scattering of electrons by impurities depends only on the frequency r of electron
collisions with impurities, but the change of Tk
due to a change of CF under the influence of the
impurities is different for donor and acceptor impurities. The change of Tk as determined experimentally is the sum of the nonlinear terms and of
the linear change of Tk due to the influence of the
impurities. Since a linear change of Tk may be
both positive as well as negative, and since there
are two different possibilities for the nonlinear
mechanism (either an increase of Tk, or a decrease of Tk with increase of r), there are four
possibilities for the total change of Tk with r,
which are schematically represented in the figure.
It should be noted that cases in which there is no
initial linear section (curves c and f) may also be
observed experimentally.
The authors express their sincere gratitude to
A. I. Akhiezer, L A. Akhiezer, I. M. Lifshitz, and
G. M. tliashberg for discussion of this work.
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